
CGS 3066: Spring 2015

Homework 2

Total Points: 250
Due: Friday 02/20/2015, 11:59 PM

This homework should be turned in on your ww2 account. Submissions by email will not be
accepted.

1. Setting up your homepage - 50 points

The first part of the assignment is to set up your CS homepage. You need to connect to the ww2
server using the SSH Client and access your public html directory. Then, you need to create your
homepage, called “index.html”, and replace the file in your public html directory with this file.
Your homepage should contain details like your name, the course number and name, your email,
etc. Please don’t disclose any confidential information.

Once you have your homepage set up, include a link to the page you created for your resumé
for part 2.

2. Make a webpage for your resumé - 200 points

The second part of the assignment is to use HTML and CSS to create a webpage that would serve
as your resumé. It needs to incorporate the following aspects:

• Split the document into different parts (either using <div>or HTML5 semantic elements) -
30 points

• A relevant image somewhere on the page. - 20 points

• A table with at least 3 columns. - 20 points

• A list of some sort (ordered, unordered or description). - 20 points

• A link to your linkedin page (if you don’t have one or choose not to use it for this class, link
to http://fsu.edu). - 20 points

• A video, about 1 minute long about yourself. If you don’t want to make a video about yourself,
embed a Youtube video. - 30 points

• An external CSS file. The CSS file should use at least one each of element, id and class styles.
- 40 points

• Relevant content (it should look like a genuine resumé). - 20 points
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